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Clipart Credit: CrunchyMom 

Suggested use: Print on cardstock, laminate and put on a ring to clasp them 

together. Use with a geoboard to create the shapes on the cards.  
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Bee Butterfly

bee
How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

butterfly
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Dragonfly Kite

dragonfly
How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

kite
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Ladybug Leaf

ladybug
How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

leaf
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Lightning Net

lightning
How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

net
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Pinwheel Rabbit

pinwheel
How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

rabbit
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Rose Strawberry

rose
How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

strawberry
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Tulip Umbrella

tulip
How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

umbrella
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Worm Create Your Own

worm
How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?

How many rubber bands did you use? 

How many squares does your picture cover?
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